
Low

Lean and Mean
The modest profile minimizes the  
potential for vandalism, making  
this body type ideal for high-use,  
low-security environments. For extra 
assurance against damage, opt for  
the capacitance model. 

Ideal for:
High-use environments

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™



Low  
Integrated Base

Extra Tough
Ideal for the most demanding  
high-use environments. The integrated 
base offers added durability via two 
attachment points. The capacitance 
model is especially robust.

Ideal for:
Demanding environments with
intense use, high traffic or high 
potential for abuse

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™



Mid

Well Adjusted
This model provides optimal height  
and proportions for effective hand 
washing, making it well suited  
for most restroom environments.

Ideal for:
Basic use
Moderate traffic

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™



High

Room to Spare
The tall profile offers a distinct  
aesthetic as well as an optimized 
delivery angle that permits a greater 
wash area. Users can scrub past  
their forearms if desired.

Ideal for:
Professional hygiene requirements
Vessel sink applications

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™



Wall

Sleek Simplicity
Elimination of the deck translates into 
uninterrupted clearance and a striking 
appearance. The spout attaches directly 
to a valve box in the wall, making this 
body type easy to install and secure.

Ideal for:
Medium-use environments
Vessel sink applications

Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™



Sloan Headquarters:
10500 Seymour Ave. Franklin Park, IL 60131

T: 847.671.4300  /  800.9.VALVE.9            
F: 847.671.6944  /  800.447.8329

For more in-depth specifications, 
or to build a BASYS™ faucet online, visit: 
sloanvalve.com/basys ©2013 Sloan Valve Company. All rights reserved.

Low

The modest profile minimizes 
the potential for vandalism, 
making this body type ideal  
for high-use, low-security  
environments. For extra  
assurance against damage, opt 
for the capacitance model.*

Low  
Integrated  
Base

Ideal for the most demanding 
high-use environments. The 
integrated base offers added 
durability via two attachment 
points. The capacitance model 
is especially robust.*

Mid

This model provides optimal 
height and proportions for 
effective hand washing, 
making it well suited for most 
restroom environments.

High

The tall profile offers a 
distinct aesthetic as well as 
an optimized delivery angle 
that permits a greater wash 
area. Users can scrub up to 
their forearms if desired.

Wall

Elimination of the deck 
translates into uninterrupted 
clearance and a striking  
appearance. The spout attaches 
directly to a valve box in the 
wall, making this body type 
easy to install and secure.

Legend: Hardwired

Handwashing area
This is a potential illustration 
that could be used in addition 
to a product description that 
helps users select a product

(eg: surgeon, up to elbow, 
kids in school, wrist)

It would be good to have it 
oriented in a less angular 
fashion, in order to use space 
more efficiently, but we need 
to makes sure we communi-
cate ‘elbow’, either with a 
bend or indentation in the 
form of the arm.

Power Icons
We believe that a set of icons 
to help differentiate the 
primary power / technology 
source options will provide a 
fast read.

Note: All faucets are designed 
with a ‘battery backup’ option 
should there be a power 
interruption or lack of power 
generated from other (solar, 
turbine) sources.
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Any Application. Any Environment.™
BASYS™

u n I v E r s A L  f E At u r E s

EFX-3
EFX-6 EFX-1

EFX-8

EFX-2

Informed by in-depth research and backed by Sloan’s century of 
experience and proven technologies, BASYS offers a modular platform 
of body types, features and components to meet the needs of  
any application or environment.  

One tool service
A single allen wrench provides access  
to all key components. No additional  
tools required.

Shared parts
Interchangeability of components 
simplifies orders, upgrades, repairs and 
maintenance.

Visible diagnostics
Individual external diagnostic LEDs indicate 
the health and status of key components. 

Automatic shut-off
One twist of the solenoid caddy shuts 
off water supply to facilitate cleaning or 
replacing the filter.

Power options
Multiple power harvesting options are 
available to suit the unique needs of  
each environment.

Sleep mode
With a touch, staff can temporarily turn off 
the water in order to clean a sink.

Line purge
All models include a line purge function to 
eliminate the stagnant water that can lead 
to bacterial growth.

Flow rates
Three spray inserts – multi-laminar spray, 
full stream aerated and full stream laminar – 
offer options to adjust feel and flow rate.

Warranty
All products have a standard three-year 
limited warranty.

*Sensing Options:  Active Infrared sensing is the standard on all models and is 
designed to provide above-deck access to key components, and offer additional user 
enhancements. Capacitance sensing does not utilize a vulnerable sensor window and 
critical components are protected in a watertight, below-deck box. Electronics on all 
models protected to IP-67.
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